ELOUERA SKI CLUB, PYGMY POSSUM LODGE
WASTE MANAGEMENT
Common Environmental Objective (No. 3) of the Charlotte Pass Village Environmental Management System is to
“Manage sustainable use of resources (non-renewable and renewable) through effective waste and materials
management”.
Pygmy Possum Lodge has established environmental targets to assist in achieving this objective which include:
3.1a - Ensuring that all lodge waste is properly sorted, colour coded, double bagged, tied and placed carefully into
correct skips and that skip lids are secured
3.3b - Encourage members, guests and contractors to prevent excess packaging entering the village by treating at
the source

To assist us to achieve these targets please manage all waste as shown below:
YELLOW BINS
1. Line the bin with 2 garbage bags - use a green bag for the outer.
2. Deposit tins bottles and containers (glass, metal, plastic, milk cartons and
alfoil) for recycling – please remove lids & rinse first where possible (use
your washing up water when you are doing the dishes).
3. When the bin is full - securely tie each bag separately (ie tie the inner bag
first then the outer)
4. Deposit the bag in the skip with the Yellow lid and firmly resecure the lid.
PURPLE BINS
1. Line the bin with 2 garbage bags - use a green bag for the outer.
2. Deposit only small pieces of clean paper and cardboard for recycling.
3. When the bin is full - securely tie each bag separately (ie tie the inner
bag first then the outer)
4. Deposit the bag in the skip with the Blue lid and firmly resecure the lid.
NOTE: Large pieces of cardboard, newspapers, magazines etc are to be flattened, then
firmly packed into a used cardboard box so that the contents cannot easily fall
out - the full box is then deposited in the skip with the Blue lid.
GREEN BINS
1. Line the bin with 2 garbage bags - use a black bag for the outer.
2. Deposit all remaining waste items for the tip – please remove liquids
first where possible.
3. When the bin is full - securely tie each bag separately (ie tie the inner
bag first then the outer)
4. Deposit the bag in the skip with the Khaki Green lid and firmly
resecure the lid.

THANK YOU FOR KEEPING THE MOUNTAIN CLEAN
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